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*See Wikipedia

The 125 Tour makes going to the wicket easy

. . .and the coming back!

Apart from one or two late sleepers, the
tourists of the 125 Tour slow down and A sunbeam alights on the heads of some of the 2013 tourists as
they await the signal from TM to … “Get on board!”
stop at the buffers at the Springfield, before devouring the traditional tour champagne breakfast. Instead of taking the train, a double decker bus is provided. Once stomachs have been filled and tourists boarded, TM blows the whistle and the 77th Kent Tour
pulls away under a good head of steam and heads for its destination. Just one stop has been
planned at Glenwood station, to deposit cases, before heading to the first match of the Inter
City 125 Tour at Sandwich Town.

TOUR 2013 Tourists and their Nicknames
Mazhar Bari - BOYCS
Chris Bennett - WIGGO
Andy Bessell - BIX
Amit Bose - GOOGERS
Dan Buckley - BUCKERS
Alan Casbard - SNATCH
Derick Cordy - JC
Dave Crank - THE COSH
Justin Dimascio - 2 INCHES
Dave Douglas - LEG END
Martin Egan - GERMAN
Chris Ellis - PHANT
John Freestone - FLINTSTONE

Erol Hasan - TM
Andrew Jackett - SMOKING
Bryan King - EYETISS
Andy Langston - THE HOEERR
Terry Langston - HOEERRBRO
Robin McKeown - NANANANANA
Clive Metcalfe - BHUNA
Colin Munday - THE COLONEL
Clifton Muil - FLUFFY
Dan Palmer - STUD
Randolph Reid - REVEREND
Anthony Shaw - TOINE
Grayham Tindal - TOSSER

Alistair Wilson - LUMMOX

OFFICIAL TOUR
POSTS
Tour Manager:
Erol Hasan
Joint Asst. Tour Managers:
John Freestone,
Bryan King
Anthony Shaw
Tour Accountant:
John Freestone
Assistant Tour Accountant:
Anthony Shaw
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Sunday fixture falls into black hole
Scientists puzzle over disappearing cricket match
In a turn of events which not even TM and
the Tour Management Committee could
have predicted, the Sunday opener with
Sandwich Town was played to its conclusion
before completely disappearing off the face
of the earth.

Two of the pictures which suggest that the match was played
before sliding into the black hole. Above is an exterior scene
and below, two tourists listen to post-match speeches. The
GoS are closely examining both pictures and others in the
hope of casting some light on an incredible phenomenon.

An enquiry was immediately ordered by the
Government Office for Science and their findings are due to be debated in the House of
Commons when the report is published later
this year. Early indications are that the phenomenon may have been due to a one in several million chance of the conflation of gin and
Gadds bitter molecules colliding with the precise decibels of the post-match Tour medley of
songs.
Specialists in the field of molecular decibel
collision are suggesting that the chances of
such an event happening on the first Sunday of
August in Kent are something like 34,060,345
to 1.

Those who played and watched at Sandwich
are convinced that a match did occur, because
they recall the magnificent quality of the lunch
and tea and most have vague recollections of
consuming vast quantities of liquid of the gin,
tonic, lager and bitter variety. What nobody
can recall is the precise moment when the match disappeared into the black hole. The experts say
that it could have happened at any time, but more than likely when the after match presentations
were taking place and the celebrations were in full swing..
A spokesman for Sandwich Town CC said that during the evening there was a flash of light
followed by darkness as the match slid into the hole instantly. A party of investigators visited the ground on the following morning and discovered the pavilion and ground were back
in their normal positions as if nothing had happened.
A Government Office for Science representative said that it hoped that details of the match would
reappear at some point during the summer. When this happens, the information would be circulated immediately to the clubs concerned and the world at large..
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Belnor stop the train at Rodmersham
A new station in the country delights tourists
First stop on Monday afternoon is at the delightful ground of Rodmersham CC, where Belnor are
to stage this year’s fixture, after over 60 years of playing the game at the UK Paper ground at Sittingbourne. Tourists are heard to utter exclamations such as “Ooh, what a picturesque ground”
and “Yes, we’ll ‘ave some of that” as the coach eases into the Rodmersham car park.
Station master TM, fails with the toss, but is
happy to accept the opposition captain’s
choice to bat first – as he had decided to stick
them in anyway. After one over, their captain
is a worried man, since two of his batsmen are
dismissed by The Hoerr (bowling like a train)
who has an opener plumb lbw and his successor, caught by Eyetiss standing up (he wasn’t
yet tired enough to sit). The next two Belnor
batsmen provide a platform for recovery by
easing the score along to 53 before The Hoerr
terminates the journey of one of them, courtesy of a catch by The Rev. When Googers
clean bowls their no. 5 and The Hoerr does
likewise to his successor, the Belnor innings
appears to have crashed at 73-5. But a recov- Preparing for the tea interval, with the size of the batting
task displayed on the scoreboard
ery is beginning. The next pair put on 50 and
the following one adds 70.With the the Belnor
innings on 19-7, the long-surviving opener finally gets off the train, bowled by The Cosh, after
adding 76 much-needed runs to his side’s total. The last pair eke (though they were no mice) out
another 30+ runs, before Eyetiss stumps their tail ender off Buckers (4-56 off 12) leaving a final
total of 229 on the board. The Hoerr returns 4-51 off 11)
Following one of the best tour teas in living memory, the 125 tourists set out with a destination of 230 runs on their minds. Flintstone and the German’s express partnership of 55 is
just what is needed, since there is unlikely to be more than 40 overs at AP’s disposal. After
the German is bowled for a fine 41, The Rev builds upon a solid base in his innings, smiting
the occasional boundary to keep us nicely in the chase. He and Fluffy add 41, until the latter
departs, to be replaced by TM himself, who then supports Reverend extremely well. These
two take control of the chase, putting on 49 in 8 overs to leave us well in the driving seat.
Following the end of TM’s 32, The Cosh shunts in from the sheds and does what Cosh does smite the ball in all directions - including a large 6. Reverend and Cosh get us to 219 before
Cosh is bowled. Then Reverend is out for a wonderful 73, full of shots to all boundaries. A
few balls later we are in the memorable position of needing 2 to win with two Langstons at
the crease – both on nought. One of them, surely, will find himself regaled with the duck tie
later on? But no. Sibling solidarity ensures that one gets off the mark making the scores level
and the other crashes a boundary to win a fine game of cricket on a lovely ground.
The post-match festivities match the occasion. The rest of the tea is devoured with relish
(Gentlemen’s, I believe) and the beer, lager and gin jugs are filled and emptied with regularity
and not a little hilarity. Reverend receives the Big Head Medal and TM retains the Duck Tie from
the previous day. The tour songs are sung with gusto (yes, he came too) and by the time the party
departs for the beckoning joys of Cliftonville, they are already looking forward to the same fixture
with Belnor on the same ground, hopefully, next year.
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TOUR STATISTICS

*All the relevant
statistics from the 77th Tour
compiled by Statisto
*Not including the black hole match

BATTING
Averages above 15 (min 2 ins)
Ins NO* HS Runs Ave
Smoking
3
2
72* 171 171
Fluffy
3
1
64 142 71
Reverend
2
0
73
73 36.5
TM
2
0
32
51 25.5
Flintstone
2
0
26
42 21
Cosh
4
0
34
67 16.75
BOWLING
Averages (35 or less, min 10 overs)
Ovs MdnsRuns Wks
Fluffy
21 4
60 8
Buckers
35 1
158 9
Boycs
13 0
65 3
2 Inches
12 4
30 1
Smoking
18 1
69 2

Ave
7.5
17.5
21.66
30
34.5

FIELDING
Catches (2 or more)
Stumpings (all)
Reverend
2
Lummox 2
Cosh
2
Eyetiss
1
Fluffy
2
13 catches made in all

The Finer Points
- station by station
Sunday, August 10th:
Sandwich Town v AP
Match vanished into black hole.
Monday, August 11th:
Belnor 229 (Hoerr 4-51, Buckers 4-56)
AP 233-6 (Reverend 73, German 41,
Cosh 34, TM 32)
WON
BHM: Reverend
Duck Tie: TM
Tuesday, August 13th:
Dover Rangers 196-5 (Toine 2-30)
AP 112 (Wiggo 23)
LOST
BHM: Not awarded
Duck Tie: TM
Wednesday, August 14th:
Gore Court 197 (Fluffy 3-8, Boycs 237, Smoking 2-36)
WON
BHM: Fluffy
Duck Tie: Bix and 2 Inches
Thursday, August 15th:
Broadstairs 254-4
AP 214 (Smoking 72, Flintstone 26)
LOST
BHM: Smoking
Duck Tie: Reverend
Friday, August 16th:
AP 246-8 (JC 85, Fluffy 64, Smoking
45no)
Old Ruymians 196 (Fluffy 5-25, Buckers 3-24)
WON
BHM: JC
Duck Tie: Stud

Double Duck Tie day at Gore Court. 2 Inches and Bix collect.
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The Rangers bring Tour train to a halt
Defeat in country sidings when draw in sight at end of tunnel
After the euphoria of Monday’s victory, the tourists
head for another fine rural cricket setting at Eythorne the Tilmanstone Welfare ground - for the fixture with
Dover Rangers.
The hosts are first to wield the willow and a steady job they
make of it on a not too helpful batting track. They get off to
a solid start with 30 being added before Tosser shatters the
stumps. The second partnership continues along the same
line and 29 are added before AP strike twice without a run
being added (59-3) At this point, the tourists’ bowling goes
off the rails and the Rangers cash in, adding another 137 for
the loss of only two wickets. The good declaration is made
leaving a target of 197 to win in approx 46 overs.
The legendary Dover Rangers tea is again first class. Perhaps the tourists’ batsmen consume a bit too much, since
their reply hardly leaves the buffers. One down in the fourth
over, there is a brief rally by the second pair to get the score
up to 45 before the batting collapses domino style. Apart
from a partnership of 23 for the 7th wicket, we are never on
track for victory. A terminal score of 112 is a limp reply and
it is decided that we will have to drink the fixture back. No
BHM is awarded, of course. TM retains the Duck Tie, despite the amazing statistic of no ducks in today’s match.
Management deem that last batsman Tosser should wear the
Costas t-shirt for batting far too extravagantly when a draw
is only 19 balls away.

A tactical discussion before the Dover
Rangers innings

Classic tizzes from
the past. . . .
Broadstairs 1991
Bobo: For taking impressions of
M. Ghandi to new heights.
Belnor 1997
Blind Pugh: Being rumoured to
have his MCC pyjamas on tour.
Dover 1997
Eyetiss: Masquerading as a legionnaire and not speaking
French.
Gore Court 2000
Mental Floss: Running to the
other end, despite having a runner and causing all three batsmen
to be at one end.
Broadstairs 2000
Reverend: Cocking up of marriage blessing and saying, “If
they’re married, I’m a Dutchman.”

The fine new scoreboard at Tilmanstone shows the home team in a
position of strength

Sandwich Town 2004
Googers: Declaration bowling and
then stealing all the glory with
winning runs.
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Smoking and Fluffy partnership leaves
Gore Court no platform for recovery
Miserly bowling just the ticket

On arrival at Sittingbourne, the usual crowd of
second halfers appear, including the Colonel
and Snatch, who have not toured for nearly
half a century. It is great to have them with us,
adding even more historical gravitas to the
longest standing tour in club cricket, worldwide. They come armed with a variety of songs
and ditties which will later be much appreciated
on the journey home. With Bhuna, another tourist from an earlier era, walking out as umpire,
the stage is set for another fine Tour Wednesday.
Skipper The Hoerr loses the toss and Gore Court opt
to bat first. The signals are against them though and
The t-shirted and blazered (some) tourists face the camera
they make slow progress. The tourists, likewise are
outside the Gore Court pavilion.
not exactly racing through the tunnels to take wickets and Gore Court reach 53 in 16 overs before Tosser makes the first strike. From then on runs continue to
be hard to come by, but wickets are falling. Smoking strikes in the 19 th over to make it 6-1. Then a minor
recovery takes GC to 102-2, before a dramatic burst of three wickets (one of whom is 2 Inches guesting for
GC!) for no runs leaves our hosts’ innings poleaxed. Lunch cannot come quick enough for the home team
and they hold out for six overs, going in at 123-5.

Fielding after lunch on Wednesday is not a comfortable situation, but fullness, foolhardiness
and flatulence do not stop Boycs from bowling their no. 7 (127-6) and it looks as though we
might railroad them into the sheds rather quickly. But the not-very-thin controller thought
otherwise and the home team doggedly sticks there, losing just one wicket in 16 overs, taking
the score steadily up to 193. Then a speedy 3 wickets from Fluffy (3-8 in 7.1) for the addition
of two runs bring their innings to its destination. Smoking’s figures are 2-36 in 10, while
Boycs finishes with 2-37 in 7.
197 does not seem a huge challenge with a possible 50 odd overs to get them in, but the tourists take the right approach in making sure they do not leak wickets. Wiggo and Buckers opened resolutely and put on 36 before Buckers
is dismissed, stumped by Andrew, long-time Gore Court fixture manager for this tour game. Some concerns are expressed when another wicket – that of Bix - falls before any further runs can be
added. Smoking and Fluffy restore that feel-good factor in the tourists ranks with a
fine stand of 80. At 148-3 and staring at an early finish, two wickets again fall for no
runs when Coat and then Boycs have to set off for the terminus. Any fears that the
innings might not reach its winning destination are evaporated when Fluffy (63no),
the Cosh and, at the end, Tosser see AP through to the buffers and a four wicket victory..
The Duck Tie finds a worthy neck when Bix collects it for a two ball blonger – later
beaten by Boycs with a golden version. However, Bix’s effort is not the first duck of
the day by an AP player, since 2 Inches did the deed whilst guesting for the opposition. An extra Duck Tie is conjured out of the Tour Bag and ceremoniously wrapped
around his neck – the first time two Duck Ties have been awarded on tour since 2000.
Fluffy does the Big Head Medal/Charlie Vinnicombe Award double through his
splendid all-round efforts. The tour choir finds an extra decibel or two through the
euphoria of victory and a characteristically loud and enthusiastic session of fun is
enjoyed by all before the carriage sets off for Cliftonville.

The Colonel enjoys a snooze
after a libation or two.
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Tourists’ chase hits the buffers after
buffet car bowling delights hosts
The tourists set off for Dumpton Park and the fixture with Broadstairs with a degree of confidence. Flintstone, our skipper looks at his attack and hopes for quick inrails into their batting.
This doesn’t happen and the
score is up to 51 when Googers
has an opener caught by the
Cosh. Worse, much worse, if
not the worst was to follow.
Batsmen 2 and 3 plough relentlessly through our bowling –
each making a century. Both
opt not to follow the traditional
cricket way of retiring their innings, choosing instead to retire
(out) rather than give up a
catch or walk out of the crease
to invite a stumping. By the
time of the second retirement
the score has shot up to 245. A
short while later the Broadstairs captain calls his batsmen
in after only 45 overs on 254-4 – a very fair declaration.
Flintstone and Lummox open our reply with plenty of hope. This is dented only slightly when Lummox is caught for 15 with the score on 36. TM comes in and helps move the score on to 53, when
our skipper’s innings is terminated. Then confidence is dashed when two wickets are lost with no
reply. First out is TM, closely followed by the Reverend, who annexes the Duck Tie in the process.
65-4 is not what we are hoping for. Nevertheless, the required run rate is still low, providing we
keep the wickets conceded column down. Fortunately, our Antipodean pairing of Smoking (72no)
and 2 Inches (18) steady the train. They keep us up with the run rate until 2” is run out – 110-5. 12
overs later, the last hour is called and Cosh and Bix are dismissed, despite easing us to 172-7,
leaving 82 required. We need to keep our wicket intact for at least 10 of the last 20 overs before
accelerating from a position of strength. Alas, two wickets fall before the 10 over mark and, despite a few late strikes from the remaining batsmen, the AP score moves on to 214 before the final
wicket falls.
Excellent lunches and teas are consumed
during the match with relish (Gentlemen’s,
we believe) and the post-match songs are a
fine overture to the usual hilarious games
session. The Big Head Medal goes to Smoking and the Reverend becomes reacquainted with an old friend – the Duck
Tie. On the return journey an extra stop is
made at the Broadstairs sea front to enable
many of the tour party to attend the Folk
Week activities.
A fascinating pre-black hole photograph shows Nananana at Sandwich just after delivery.
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The terminus is reached - with a victory!
JC refreshes a tired Inter City service
Skipper Stud surveys his batting resources for
the final Tour game against Old Ruymians. He
is pleased to have the luxury of being able ask
the visiting JC to open the batting against Old
Ruymians, in the comforting knowledge that he
has suffered no tour ravages during the week.
JC takes full advantage of a clear head and a fine
track and, whilst striking 13 boundaries, accumulates 85 runs. Despite losing Wiggo with the score
at 26, JC ploughs on accompanied by the in-form
Fluffy. The pair take the score to 145 when Fluffy
is dismissed. This brings Stud to the middle, all set
to play a captain’s innings. One ball later he is
walking back to the pavilion – 145-3. The skipper’s
luck gets even worse when he sees Fluffy (64) dismissed with the last ball of the same over – 145-4.
Only 20 are added before we suffer the same 2wickets-for-no-run-in one-over fate. The victims
are Buckers and Hoerrbro – 165-6. Smoking (45)
joins JC and the two put the bowling to the sword,
adding 41, before JC’s innings finally finishes for a
fine total of 85. Helped by 2 Inches, Smoking continues flaying the hosts’ bowling before Stud
makes a good declaration after only 44 overs of 246-8.

Stud presents a well-earned BHM to JC

Fortified by the legendary Old Ruymians lunches and teas the tourists take to the field determined
to blow away the home openers. It doesn’t turn out that way as ORs do their best to blunt the starting attack of 2 Inches and Googers. It takes them till the 15th over till 2 Inches gets an LBW decision with the score at 51. The next pair also establish themselves and wickets are at a premium on
the Chatham House shirt front. We do not strike again till the 24th over when a Bex ball hits the
stumps (107-2). Overs, however, are running out for the home team. Whilst the partnerships are
steady, runs are coming slowly. With the score on 183-3, ORs have only 6 overs to survive for a
draw. That they fail to do this says as much for AP’s persistence with the ball as our hosts’ lack of
focus. Three wickets fall in 5 overs for the addition of 14 runs, then the last 5 wickets are taken in
an amazing 17 balls, ensuring the tour train reaches its terminus with a victory. Pick of the bowling is Fluffy with 5-25 in 7.5 overs. Buckers chips in with 3-24 in 5.
A superb evening follows at the Rose of England, with the excellent buffet washed down with
some fine Kentish ale, lager and gin and tonic. JC collects the BHM and Stud, the Duck Tie.
A full repertoire of songs is delivered by the Tour choir and the session finishes with tourists
repairing to all manner of night time venues in the Isle of Thanet. There is unanimity that
this had been a fine Tour on and off the field and a resolution that the AP Kent Tour is a service which will never terminate.

This was the Age . . . of the Train!
(about 211 years, I believe?)
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